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CALL FOR UNITED
FORCE AGAINST
COVID-19
We have come together, each and every
one of us with a unique contribution
and purpose to NEC. We have faced
difficult situations and many times quite
memorable moments together. The
invisible COVID-19 scourge is amongst
us and has brought with it new ways
of doing things, and we have shown
our strength and resilience through
observing the protocols as set by the
Health department. Sometimes it may
feel like you work hard and it is not
appreciated. Be assured that your efforts,
achievements, and value is noticed.
Your respect for the call of duty, is highly
commended, you pulling together as a
team, even under difficult conditions, are
the sacrifices that make the difference.
The progress NEC has made since 2008,
is remarkable and we never could have
imagined, and this has paved the way
for future success. Our achievements
transcends across our own lives,
community and our customers. Everyday
our teams benefit from members’
contributions through creativity, hard
work, intelligence, and leadership. That
is why you all care and do the job. You
do it because you know your team relies
on you, and you won’t let them down.
Together we have achieved a lot. So, as
we look into the In the future, when you
feel discouraged, do remember what
we have achieved and lean on your team
for support. Thank you for continuing to
honour your work with your excellent
commitment to service.

By Kgosi Moremong
New Era College continues to exemplify a spirit of selflessness and caring for the community through its actions of that have
seen the institution take on a responsibility to provide Olebogeng Motsalere, a 105 year old granny from Molepolole, with
monthly food parcels.
The plight of the centenarian was first picked up from a local newspaper by the New Era College Librarian – Ms Boammaruri
Kebonang, which documented her daily torment of having to walk 3 – 5 KM daily, just for a cup of tea. Ms Kebonang then
created a small pool, along with a few other members of staff, to buy a food parcel to deliver to the old lady.
The College then took a decision to include the senior citizen in their 10 year anniversary CSR projects and thus ended up
pledging 10 food parcels over 10 months which started in May 2019. Upon hearing about this noble feat, the founders of the
College, The Ghodrati Family, pledged a further lump sum that would allow the food parcels to last up until December 2020.
To date 14 food parcel donations have been made.

Mr. F. Mavetha
Acting Dean of the Faculty
of Engineering & Director
of Academic Affairs

The monthly food delivery takes place on the last week of every month and the College invites any interested staff members
to take part in the delivery. Even after 105 years, Ms Mostalere is ever buoyant with a strong belief in God and is ever flowing
with wisdom from her impressive number of years on the earth. Everyone who interacts with her, leaves her side with an
enlightened heart as she never fails to bless them and tell tales of her glory days tending to her livestock and fields.
The College takes pride in supporting worthy causes and invites all members of staff and the New Era community in general to
display this sort of behavior of helping those in need and taking care of our most treasured members of society, the elderly.
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Training of STEM
kits in process

The STEM Department donated an education pack to Ramotswa Unified school and also trained the teachers
on how to use the STEM kit. This was done in order to improve the student’s maths & science capabilities.
Giving students to learn in a fun way. STEM Officer, Keitumetse Modipane said the donation was meant to encourage
students to explore maths & science successfully, challenge student’s problem solving skills & engage their creativity.

New Era College is introducing the second session of STEM education tutorials which will be able to create critical thinkers,
and build innovators of the next generation. The aim is to prepare students to move into any industry with valuable skills. The
STEM education tutorials will be on BTV.
Catch up with the STEM Unit on Facebook @STEMkitsbotswana
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By Kgosi Moremong
New Era College prides itself on being an innovation and technology driven institution that aims to leverage modern tools
to deliver on its mandate of providing quality education for its students.
The Covid 19 pandemic brought about a complete halt to traditional forms of doing business with social distancing being
the order of the day. This meant The College had to adapt its current methods of operation to be able to continue providing
a good service. One of the strategies the College implemented was to provide every student with a BTC SIM card that came
preloaded with DATA that would give them access to the Ed-Admin portal where their assignments and lecture notes would
be uploaded.
The College has implemented yet another great innovation in the form of SMART boards that aim to bridge the physical and
digital learning environment.

Women In STEM

The SMART boards are interactive Ultra HD whiteboards that can be controlled by the lecturer’s or student’s device and
be broadcast to multiple users over the internet. This means that whatever the lecturer is teaching in the classroom can be
viewed in real time by any student, anywhere, who has an internet connection. Speaking about the installation of the board
in her Telecoms Lab, Miss Sandra Ntsie remarked “The addition of the boards is an exciting addition as it’s a new way to
relate with students and it will help with teaching continuity for students who cannot make it to class for whatever reason.
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Catch them on
Woman to Woman
Magazine
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COVID 19
An invisible invading enemy speed that supersedes that of time
virtuous like a viper ,brutal like a black mamba .From where do you
come what nature of creation are you? You have no humanity, you are
neither kind nor compassionate. You kill without any consideration
,without a cause,young and old rich and poor ,black and white you
discriminate not.
Many children cry ,oh my !innocent souls that know no good nor evil
Just when they are about to explore their new life you take the life out
of them Just when they are about to enjoy the goodness that comes
with life you take their love away.

By Mr Maurice Mzwinila
When I learnt of the demise of Mr Samson Sayi I was
completely devastated.I was shaken. It was hard for me
to accept the reality that Samson had left us. It brought
home to me the certainty of how unexpected and sudden
death can befall us all at any time like a visitation of an
unwelcome thief in the night.

Orphans flood the care shelters ,bodies overflow the mortuaries .the
land has become full,there is no more space for more. It rejects those
you have mercilessly killed ,they face the burning fire even before the
end of time.
Have you no heart to see the pain and fear you have brought upon us
.We are slaves in the land we should be rejoicing and free in,the land
that was filled with milk and honey is now full of tears and sorrow woe
to you !that has come to destroy the bed we prepared for ourselves
woe to you!that has taken bread from our mouths . We have turned our
homes into cages , haven’t you taken and destroyed enough?

I remember the late Samson Sayi as a
jovial,hardworking,pleasant man who possessed a
big heart and a good sense of humour. I first met him
in 2014,when he joined the Faculty of Engineering as
a Lecturer in the Department of Telecommunications
Systems. In late 2014/early 2015,Samson was part of a
12-person committee which was entrusted with preparing
for the introduction of our impending new Degree
Programmes,being the B.Eng in Electrical and Electronics
Engineering,as well as that in Telecommunications
Engineering.In August of 2015,Samson became indeed
a member of the pioneering cohort of lecturers for the
new Degrees. Because of his ability,he subsequently
was appointed our very first Industrial Attachment
Coordinator,a position he remained in until his untimely
death on the 9th of August 2020.

If we could see you ,we would come and beg that you have mercy on
us .Oh child of wind !If you could hear we could reason with you ,we
would gladly make a way for you but you hide and attack no one ever
knows when you have struck . What is it that we have taken from you
that has angered you? What do we do that we appease you.
Wash your hands ,sanitize,social distance we are now commanded
like an army prepared for a battle that we can’t see,what will we
weaklings do ?We have raised the flag for peace but still you kill.
Oh God ,our eyes unto you we lift you who conquer all,evade this
covid 19 for us ,free us from this Pharoah we face, take us from this
Egypt we are facing that’s all we ask.

For the many years we worked together,we had a
wonderful relationship,and shared a lot of pleasantries.
He and I shared a lot of laughs.Samson was very

hardworking,no task was too great for him. He handled all
assignments with zeal and zest to their completion!
He was also a member of the New Era College Repairs
Club,and also served in the Examinations Malpractice
Disciplinary Committee. There was a time in 2019,for
a period of five months when I was temporarily
disabled,due to my sustaining a fracture on my left wrist.
This rendered me unable to drive a vehicle.Many a time
during this period Samson offered me a lift,such was the
greatness and good-heartedness of this man.
Samson is now in God’s Kingdom,resting amongst
angels.May his soul rest in peace. I remember with great
fondness an expression we exchanged between us,at the
end of each working day: “Go Well.......Go Shell....see
you tomorrow!”.
Sadly,I will no longer utter that expression anymore. I will
truly miss him. Mr Sayi go well my friend.Fare thee well
you have completed your race.
Ecclesiastes,
Chapter 3,Verses 1 and 2.
2nd Timothy,Chapter 4,Verse 7.

Poem by Bernard Rabothaako
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LUZA, TABONA
Aug 24
2020

Contributors
Ms Omphile Visagie
Ms Deena Ghodrati
Ms Maipelo Montshiwa
Mr Kgosi Moremong
Communications
Ms Bame Kgwarae
Creative Studio
Mr Sylvester I Tsheole

SEELETSO, LYDIA
Aug 28
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If you would like to be involved or share a story
in the next newsletter, contact Bame Kgwarae
at bkgwarae@neweracollege.ac.bw
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